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Kane has final say to cancel out brilliant Salah 
Liverpool 2 Salah 3, 90+1 2 Tottenham Hotspur Wanyama 80, Kane 90+5 (pen) 
Referee J Moss Attendance 53,213 
All sport is about the efficacy of decision-making, the art of making the right calls 
under pressure and this marvellous, breathless celebration of football's ability to 
entertain and bewitch certainly focused on the judgment of players, managers 
and especially the officials. The history books will record that both sides 
deservedly took a point apiece from their 150th league meeting, that Mohamed 
Salah joined the distinguished company of Robbie Fowler (twice), Fernando 
Torres, Luis Suárez (twice) and Daniel Sturridge to hit the 20-goal mark in a season 
in the Premier League era for Liverpool, and that Harry Kane reached the 
landmark of 100 Premier League goals in 141 matches and only Alan Shearer has 
done it quicker (in 124 games). But what ran through this meeting was the 
attention to the decisionmaking, especially from the referee Jon Moss and his 
assistant Eddie Smart. The march of technology cannot be resisted, and VAR is 
expected to be ratified by the game's law-makers on March 3, but this match 
showed how the officials can get even the most challenging decisions right when 
staying calm and communicating. Moss and Smart were involved in two 
controversial moments that ended with correct penalty decisions 
against Liverpool despite the braying disapproval of the Kop. There was no 
recourse to technology, just a confab, a considered exchange of views, and then 
the applying of the laws. Moss and Smart did all officials a favour here, showing 
nerve and expertise in trying circumstances, towards the end of a draining game. 
They were berated by Liverpool's incensed players at the final whistle and had to 
be shepherded away by Jürgen Klopp but they did their job, their decision-making 
worked. Mauricio Pochettino, the Spurs manager, also impressed with his 
decision-making, occasionally an issue for his team on the road. He realised that 
the midfield diamond was not working, so curtailed that failing experiment at the 
break, and moved Dele Alli closer to Kane. His substitutes, Victor Wanyama, Érik 
Lamela and Fernando Llorente, all had an impact. 
Some of the decision-making was abject, beginning in the third minute when Eric 
Dier suffered a brain freeze and betrayed the casualness that remains a significant 
flaw in his game. A Liverpool attack appeared to have broken down, after Loris 
Karius's long kick, Jordan Henderson's header on, Sadio Mané's flick and then 
Davinson Sánchez and Kieran Trippier succeeding in spiriting the ball away from 
Roberto Firmino. Trippier tapped it to Dier, who failed to anticipate danger as he 
touched the ball back. Dier is a good player but his concentration needs 
sharpening. He had failed to react quickly enough to Romelu Lukaku's flick as 
Anthony Martial scored for Manchester United at Old Trafford in October. Salah 
punished Dier here. Salah's shrewd decision-making has been one of the features 
of the season, and his first touch steered the ball slightly left, coaxing Hugo Lloris 
across, and the Egyptian's second touch placing the ball back past the goalkeeper 
and in. Liverpool continued to make the right decisions, particularly Virgil van Dijk 
at the back where his imposing presence spread confidence in his fellow 
defenders. Dejan Lovren certainly responded positively to Van Dijk's commanding 
stance. Karius seemed more assertive for a while, saving from Christian Eriksen, 
Mousa Dembélé and Son Heung-min. 
Sensing the rising Spurs tide, Klopp sent on Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain and 
Georginio Wijnaldum for Mané and Henderson, introducing fresh legs. Spurs were 
gaining in attacking threat but then the game was scarred by another episode of 
Alli's cynical decision-making. Alli chested the ball down, ran into 
the Liverpool area and then fell at an imagined challenge from Lovren. It was a 
clear dive, with no attempt at subtlety. Moss would not be fooled and booked Alli, 
who then received a stern lecture from Andrew Robertson and Lovren. 
The decisions were coming thick and fast now. Pochettino started influencing the 
game from the bench, sending on Lamela for Sánchez and Wanyama, replacing 
Dembélé to spectacular effect. With ten minutes remaining, Karius decided to 
punch Eriksen's cross out through the middle, as is the modern way. Karius's 
clearance could have been helped further on its way by Emre Can but he allowed 
it to continue, and it sped towards Wanyama. 
Oxlade-Chamberlain, who had just come on, was close by but he failed to react. 
Wanyama's finish was majestic, perfect technique, head above the ball, catching 
it thunderously, driving it from 25 yards past Karius. It was a finish as special as 
Erik Edman's thunderbolt into the Kop net for Spurs 13 years ago, and about as 
unexpected. 
Four minutes later, Alli threaded the ball through and Lovren's attempted 
interception simply played Kane onside. Spurs' No 10 ran through, moved to go 
round Karius, who dived for the ball but caught Kane's trailing leg with his 
shoulder. Liverpool screamed loudly for offside, and Moss marched over to 
consult Smart, who could not have seen Lovren's touch. Moss had, and eventually 
awarded the penalty. It is possible to debate the logic of the actual rule, but as 
the law stands, Moss was right. Correct decision. 
During the delay, Kane stood holding the ball, standing next to Karius awaiting the 
verdict. Cleared to take the penalty by Moss, Kane did his usual run-up but 
unusually decided to place the ball down the middle, and Karius saved. Kane's 
poor decision looked even more expensive when Salah struck a minute into injury 
time, getting away from Alli, weaving past Ben Davies and Jan Vertonghen and 
then lifting the ball over Lloris. 
 
Liverpool were within 12 seconds of victory when Llorente helped on Trippier's 
throw and Van Dijk made his sole bad decision of the night, trying to hook the ball 
clear without checking on who was nearby and clearly catching Lamela in the back 
of his right knee. Klopp felt that Lamela was looking for the contact and then 
exaggerated it. Certainly Lamela bore a look of deep agony on his face as if he'd 
fallen from a Hieronymus Bosch painting. After Smart signalled to Moss that Van 

 
Harry Kane’s last-gasp penalty earns Spurs dramatic draw at Liverpool 
Jürgen Klopp hurtled towards the Kop in celebration of Mohamed Salah’s 
magnificent 21st league goal of the season. His goalkeeping coach, John 
Achterberg, performed a forward roll on to the pitch, clipboard still in hand. It was 
the 91st minute at Anfield and Liverpool had taken a significant step towards 
Champions League qualification against Tottenham Hotspur. In the 95th, it was 
taken away. 
Spurs departed with the point their second-half dominance merited but only 
because of a contentious penalty, their second of the game, after Virgil van Dijk 
was adjudged to have kicked Érik Lamela deep into stoppage time. Harry Kane 
had failed to convert from the spot 10 minutes earlier but made no mistake with 
his unexpected opportunity to make amends and claimed his 100th Premier 
League goal. “Big, big balls,” explained his manager, Mauricio Pochettino. 
Liverpool were incensed. Jon Moss had initially waved play on but was swayed by 
the insistence of his assistant, Edward Smart, that Van Dijk kicked Lamela on the 
back of the knee as one last ball dropped inside the Liverpool area. He did. Klopp 
claimed Lamela had deliberately backed in, looking for and maximising contact. 
He did. 
Between the 85th and 95th minutes, two disputed penalties sandwiched a 
fabulous solo goal from Salah. An enthralling contest came to a dramatic and 
controversial climax and there was no disguising the happier manager on the final 
whistle. Pochettino punched the air while Liverpool players berated the officials, 
chants of “Cheat, cheat” rolling from the stands and Klopp raged at what might 
have been. 
A five-point gap in the race for a top-four finish was returned to two with Kane’s 
spot kick, and controversy overshadowed a stunning contribution from Salah. 
Victor Wanyama, another Spurs replacement, injected his own touch of quality to 
cancel out the Egypt international’s early opener. Tottenham remain firmly in the 
hunt for a Champions League spot. 
The game started and ended in a frenzy, of Liverpool’s and Smart’s making 
respectively. Klopp’s team swarmed forward from the off and did to Spurs 
what they had done to Manchester United in midweek in making a swift 
breakthrough. The goal was a personal milestone for Salah and a moment to 
forget for Eric Dier. In attempting to assist Kieran Trippier and Davinson Sánchez 
in clearing up Sadio Mané’s dangerous flick, Dier succeeded only in playing Salah 
clean through. Quickest to spot the possibility, Salah burst ahead of Sánchez and 
convincingly beat Hugo Lloris with a cool strike into the bottom corner. 
The finish and the celebration that followed were those of a player who finds the 
Kop goal as a matter of routine. It was the Egypt international’s 20th Premier 
League goal of his debut campaign at Liverpool, arriving in his 25th game. No 
Liverpool player has reached that tally faster in the Premier League era – and 
they’ve had a few good ones. 
Pochettino started with a midfield diamond of Mousa Dembélé at the base, Dier 
and Dele Alli right and left respectively and Christian Eriksen at the tip. It created 
and protected little in the first half but their improvement in the second half, 
when Eriksen shifted left and Alli advanced, was marked. 
Liverpool could have established a more comfortable lead by then. The hosts 
posed the greater threat before the break only for a consistently poor final ball to 
undermine their efforts. At one stage Mané was unable to pick out Roberto 
Firmino having dispossessed Sánchez on the touchline. In the final seconds of the 
half Mané repeated the trick, found Salah and burst clear into the area but the 
return pass from the goalscorer was overhit, to Klopp’s obvious disgust. Firmino 
also sent a glancing header wide and Lloris saved from the commanding Van Dijk. 
Alli was instrumental in turning the game Tottenham’s way after the interval. The 
visitors dominated possession and territory, but were struggling to find a way past 
Loris Karius until Wanyama’s thunderbolt. Alli sent Son Heung-min clear with an 
exquisite flick but the Liverpool keeper stood tall and blocked the shot, the 
England international driving the rebound wide. Alli was then booked for 
simulation when he collapsed in the penalty area, looking for a Dejan Lovren 
tackle that never materialised. 
Tottenham’s attacking impetus increased with Pochettino’s bold introduction of 
Lamela for Sánchez, a central defender. His second substitution, bringing 
Wanyama on for Dembélé, had a immediate impact. With his first touch the 
midfielder found Eriksen in space on the left. With his second he found the top 
corner from 25 yards. Eriksen’s first-time cross was punched straight out by 
Karius. Emre Can failed to clear, Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain failed to react and 
Wanyama got there first to send an unstoppable finish beyond the Liverpool 
goalkeeper. 
The drama had only just begun. Spurs were awarded a penalty with five minutes 
remaining when Kane rounded Karius and tumbled over the German stopper. The 
striker was offside when Alli released him inside the area but the ball deflected off 
Lovren and, after a lengthy consultation with his assistant, Moss stuck to his 
original decision. Liverpool thought justice done when Kane sent the spot-kick 
straight down the middle and Karius saved comfortably. 
In the 91st minute Salah appeared to win the game for Liverpool with another 
moment of brilliance. From a throw-in on the right he somehow wriggled clear of 
Alli, Ben Davies and Jan Vertonghen before prodding over Lloris from close range. 
The Liverpool bench erupted in joy. Moments later it erupted in anger. 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/tottenham-hotspur
https://www.theguardian.com/football/premierleague
https://www.theguardian.com/football/premierleague
https://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2018/jan/31/tottenham-manchester-united-premier-league-match-report
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Liverpool 2-2 Tottenham: Harry Kane atones for late penalty miss with 
last-gasp spot-kick to earn draw for Spurs after Mohamed Salah looked 
to have secured win with injury-time goal in incredible finale 
Former players of a certain age talk about modern football as a non-contact sport. 
When they do, it is probably events like the one in the 95th minute here they 
have in mind. Yes, Virgil van Dijk did clip Erik Lamela in the scramble to clear a 
final, desperate Tottenham attack. But was it a foul? Did it justify the exaggerated 
fall? Was justice done? This is where opinions divide. Jurgen Klopp was furious. 
More dispassionate voices congratulated the officials on a brave call, made in 
front of The Kop.  Yet Klopp's appraisal rings truest. There was a touch, he 
admitted. Yet Lamela wanted the touch, he added. Certainly, he made the most of 
the touch, falling clutching his calf as if brutalised, when it looked as if Van Dijk 
had withdrawn his leg at the vital moment.   And it wasn't the first time. Dele Alli 
had already been rightly booked for diving, in a challenge with Liverpool's man of 
the match Andrew Robertson. Alli cheated, no doubt of that — and this could 
explain why he no longer gets clears penalties like the one against Manchester 
United last week.  Lamela, in modern parlance however, simply made the most of 
it. We know what the former professionals would say about that, too — and what 
they think of that phrase. So a glorious game was decided by what is, at best, a 
controversial decision. Tottenham's second penalty of the day — Harry Kane 
missed the first — was also the last meaningful kick of the match.  
Would VAR have made a difference? Judging by the verdict of the television 
officials, it would probably have supported Jon Moss. There is one angle in 
particular that looks like a foul, if not one that would have felled a man as 
dramatically as Lamela collapsed. Anyway, full credit to Kane for returning to the 
spot that he had missed from 10 minutes earlier. The first time, he put it down 
the middle, expecting Liverpool goalkeeper Loris Karius to dive to one side. He 
didn't.  On the second occasion, Kane chose. He buried his equaliser, low to the 
right. The game restarted and ended as quickly. Klopp had to be restrained from 
confronting Moss by, among others, Mauricio Pochettino — and overall, perhaps, 
justice was done, even if it did not feel that way at the time.  
Salah, who arrived from Roma in a £39million move last summer, kisses the 
Anfield turf after scoring against the Reds' rivals 
For as good, as dominant, as Liverpool had been in the first-half, so Tottenham 
took charge of the second. As Liverpool's reserves of stamina ran dry, so 
Tottenham's ambition grew.  They equalised in the 80th minute, they could have 
gone 2-1 up after Karius took out Kane in the 84th, and when Mohamed Salah 
restored Liverpool's lead in injury time, they continued to drive forward in search 
of a point. It does not bring them much nearer the top four, but it does suggest 
those who occupy it — Manchester City aside — cannot afford too many mis-
steps between now and May. That, of course, includes Liverpool, and the 
numbers are ominous. Since Klopp took over, they have dropped 45 points from 
winning positions, more than any team in Europe. Salah may have to get used to 
the frustration he will have felt at the conclusion here. 
He was quite brilliant and deserved to be on the winning side, scorer of two goals, 
finished in a style that drew comparisons with Lionel Messi. The first came after 
just two minutes and 20 seconds, the second in second-half injury-time when 
many would have settled for a draw.  This game was billed in some quarters as 
Kane versus Salah — the battle of the Premier League's top goalscorers and until 
Kane snatched a point with his 100th Premier League goal, Salah looked to have 
come out on top. Kane did not touch the ball in the first 10 minutes, and only 
once in the five minutes after.  Tottenham had a couple of half-chances in the first 
half - here Dier was unable to get to the ball ahead of James Milner  
Tottenham may have scored the fastest Premier League goal of the season in 
midweek, but Liverpool are the true quick start specialists. In their previous two 
matches at Anfield they had scored inside the first 10 minutes, and they were fast 
away here, too — shocking Tottenham with their intensity, much as Tottenham 
had shocked them at Wembley in a 4-1 win earlier in the season. 
The opening goal came from a long ball which Roberto Firmino held up well, 
despite the close attention of a gang of Tottenham defenders. The ball ran loose 
and Eric Dier attempted to mop up with a back pass, under-hitting it woefully, so 
that it ran past his team-mates, fell short of goalkeeper Hugo Lloris, and settled 
perfectly in the path of the quick-thinking Salah. Despite his fine tally this season, 
he hasn't always been entirely reliable in one-on-one situations, but here was a 
sign of rapidly growing assuredness. The Messi comparison is no exaggeration; 
even he would have been satisfied with the little dink into the corner that left 
Lloris no chance. Liverpool's speed on the break was proving problematic, and 
Van Dijk is adding to that with his intelligent distribution. After 18 minutes, he 
steered a clearing header neatly into the path of Trent Alexander-Arnold, an 
outstanding prospect, who played it into James Milner. His shot was deflected, 
flying inches wide of the far post.  
Kane felt Son should have laid off the ball to him, but instead could only watch on 
as his team-mate missed a chance to score Yet Pochettino's tactical switches after 
half-time changed the complexion of the game. Karius made an excellent save at 
the feet of Son Heung-min after 57 minutes but Liverpool's defence held. By the 
time Victor Wanyama and Lamela were introduced in the 79th minute, it was very 
much the last roll of Tottenham's dice. Two sixes. Christian Eriksen crossed and 

Karius took the modern route of punching the ball out from a low position, rather  

than gathering it. Having introduced a random factor, he can hardly be surprised 
with a random response — a screamer from Wanyama, 30 yards out that flew 
into the top corner. Tottenham were level — and nearly ahead. Karius brought 
down Kane, who missed from the spot — before Liverpool punched back with a 
goal that for aesthetic reasons alone deserved to be the winner. From the right, 
Salah dribbled exquisitely through a crowd of players. Alli, Ben Davies, Jan 
Vertonghen and then a flourish of a finish past Lloris. A dream of a goal. 
It must have felt like victory, then, when Kane got Tottenham back in it. There is 
one footnote, however. This was the 11th Premier League game of the season in 
which Tottenham have gone behind: yielding five draws and six defeats. No wins.  
If Champions League football is not to be found at the new White Hart Lane next 
season, that may well be the reason why, for all the fortitude displayed here. 
MATCH FACTS, LEAGUE TABLE AND MATCH ZONE  
Liverpool: Karius, Alexander-Arnold, van Dijk, Lovren, Robertson, Can, Henderson 
(Wijnaldum 65), Milner (Matip 78), Salah, Firmino, Mane (Oxlade-Chamberlain 65) 
Subs not used: Moreno, Mignolet, Ings, Solanke 
Goals: Salah 3, 90+1 Booked: Alexander-Arnold, Milner, Can 
Tottenham: Lloris, Trippier, Sanchez (Lamela 71), Vertonghen, Davies, Dier, 
Dembele (Wanyama 79), Eriksen, Alli, Son (Llorente 90+2), Kane 
Subs not used: Vorm, Sissoko, Aurier, Winks 
Goals: Wanyama 80, Kane 90+5pen  Booked: Alli  
Referee: Jonathan Moss  Attendance: 53,213  

 
Kane spoils Klopp's day as Spurs strike in whirlwind finale 
Liverpool 2 Salah 3, 90 Tottenham Hotspur 2 Wanyama 80, Kane 90 pen Att: 
53,213 
Harry Kane hit a hundred. And a hurricane of controversy broke out. This was one 
extraordinary Premier League game. It was a whirlwind, breathless encounter 
summed up by the most remarkable final 15 minutes, including five chaotic 
minutes of added time. At the final whistle the angry chant of "cheat, cheat, 
cheat" rang out for referee Jon Moss and his assistant Edward Smart, as 
Tottenham Hotspur courageously salvaged a point against Liverpool. 
They scored one penalty and missed another. Neither, Liverpool vehemently 
argued, with manager Jurgen Klopp furious, should have been given with Kane 
making a shocking hash of the first one and then coolly scoring the second. 
It marked his 100th Premier League goal. "If you have the personality to score 100 
Premier League goals then it's because you have big, big balls," manager Mauricio 
Pochettino said. Kane has the cojones. There was also a message from the striker 
himself. "You can't give me two tries," he said without a hint of arrogance. Well, 
just a touch. Kane grabbed the headlines, but that should not fully detract from 
another dazzling display from Mohamed Salah who scored twice. His first took 
him to 20 Premier League goals in just 25 matches, the quickest a Liverpool player 
has reach that mark, two games ahead of Fernando Torres and Daniel Sturridge. 
The first goal was predatory, the second was brilliant, a Messi-like effort as he 
danced past three Spurs defenders deep in injury time, and in the tightest of 
spaces inside the penalty area, to dink the ball past goalkeeper Hugo Lloris. 
It was a goal worthy of winning any game and it came after another deserving 
that status, by Spurs substitute Victor Wanyama. If Salah's effort was a thing of 
beauty then the midfielder's was a beast: a strike of ferocity from fully 25 yards 
that ripped into the net. What a game. What an ending. There were two goals of 
the season, two Kane penalties and two points lost by Liverpool who led after 94 
minutes but still could not win. There were even more talking points: another 
deserved yellow card for Dele Alli for diving and an imperious performance 
by Liverpool's record signing Virgil van Dijk - until he fouled another Spurs 
substitute, Erik Lamela, for that second penalty. And there was more. Goalkeeper 
has been a problem area for Liverpool, and having given Loris Karius a run of 
games to stake his claim Klopp was rewarded with a quixotic performance: a 
questionable punch for Spurs equaliser, a penalty conceded - and then saved. 
Pochettino was not exempt. He initially got his tactics wrong as he set Spurs in a 
diamond midfield which was over-run with Alli deep and Kane isolated. Until 
changes were made, it was only Mousa Dembele holding it together. 
Spurs were quickly behind and it was a dire concession. Or, rather, an Eric Dier 
concession - although Davinson Sanchez did not cover himself in glory either as he 
contested the ball with Roberto Firmino. It broke to Dier who, facing his own goal, 
scuffed a back pass that allowed Salah a clear run. Sanchez tried to get back, but 
Salah's first touch allowed him time to tuck the ball low across Lloris. The clock 
read just two minutes and 50 seconds. Sanchez lasted 70 minutes before being 
hooked by Pochettino who scented a way back into the game. In fact, the 
substitutions by both managers were interesting as Klopp reacted defensively and 
even ended up with five at the back after sending on Joel Matip. Chances were 
traded with Firmino steering a header just wide after a James Milner shot had 
been deflected past the same post, while it was not until after half-time that 
Spurs threatened, with Alli pushed further forward. By then the momentum had 
swung. Spurs were dominant, Liverpool feeding off scraps. And then all hell broke 
lose. Spurs drew level when Christian Eriksen's cross was punched out by Karius - 
should he have caught it? - but even then Emre Can had the chance to clear but 
did not. The ball ran to Dembele's replacement, Wanyama, and barely 60 seconds 
after he came on he hit the sweet spot: one of those pile-drivers that has ferocity 
and that lovely arc a ball makes from out to in before bulging the net. Spurs were  
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on the up and when Alli threaded a pass through to Kane, the forward collected it 
and attempted to round Karius. Liverpoolargued he went down easily, but the 
penalty was given after Moss consulted with his assistant. As they talked, replays 
appeared to show Kane was offside but then it became clear that Dejan Lovren 
had attempted to play the ball with it coming off him. "All I need to know is did he 
touch the ball," Smart said. Lovren did and under the laws it meant Kane was 
onside. Even then Kane struck a poor penalty, far too straight, expecting Karius to 
dive. The goalkeeper did not and pushed it out. Liverpool felt justice was done 
and then believed they had claimed all the points, again, as Salah scored. But 
there was one final big moment with substitute Fernando Llorente heading on a 
throw and Lamela nipping in. Van Dijk did not see him, raising his leg to clear and 
there was contact. How much? Not enough for Klopp, but enough for the officials 
and, it later transpired, the Premier League match centre which deemed both 
penalty calls correct. Kane again seized the ball and drove it nervelessly to Karius's 
left. It was his 100th goal and in just 141 appearances, with only Alan Shearer 
(124 games) having reached that mark quicker. Few will have been more 
dramatic.  

 
Kane joins the century club at the end of an epic match-up 
LIVERPOOL Salah 3, 90+1 2 TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR Wanyama 80, Kane 90+5 pen 2 
What a sensational conclusion to an insatiable football game. What pressure on 
Harry Kane to step up and bury the equalising penalty, five minutes into stoppage 
time, having missed one moments before, to bring up his 100th Premier League 
goal. What if Liverpool or Tottenham could string any kind of consistency 
together? What a final 15 minutes: a 25-yard equaliser from Victor Wanyama, an 
almost-certain-wonder-goalof-a-winner from Mohamed Salah, two Spurs 
penalties; one saved, one scored. And breathe. Spurs manager Mauricio 
Pochettino spoke in a hoarse whisper afterwards. 
Bids for the next batch of Premier League TV rights are due in this week and this 
match alone could have added a billion. Premier League chief executive Richard 
Scudamore has a strong hand: on the one, a peerless Manchester City playing 
pure football, on the other, the erratic rest competing in compelling fashion. 
One minute Jurgen Klopp's side beat City, the next they lose to Swansea and West 
Brom. Pochettino is able to devise a system to completely outplay Manchester 
United, then four days later they fail to show up for the first 45 minutes at 
Anfield. Too many whatifs and almosts. Bids the next of Premier League rights and 
this alone have billion Against each other they condensed a season of 
inconsistency into two halves, so the draw was probably a fair result. The first 
went to Liverpool, the second Spurs, almost stolen from them in the dying embers 
of a roaring match when Salah wove between three Spurs players to score, five 
minutes after Kane missed from the spot. This was the exact same Spurs starting 
line-up as the one who scored after 10.5 seconds against United in midweek — 
the same squad, bar Serge Aurier replacing Kyle Walker-Peters on the bench — 
but it could have been a completely different set of players who were a goal down 
within three minutes. Davinson Sanchez did not properly deal with a header down 
but when the ball reached Eric Dier no-one expected him to play Salah through on 
goal. The Egyptian looked almost embarrassed at his opponent's mistaken 
generosity. Has no-one told Dier that charity is supposed to begin at home, not 
away? Salah, nonetheless, for batch composed himself to tuck the ball past Hugo 
Lloris for one of the easiest of his 21 Premier League strikes and there are few — 
Kevin Phillips, Andy Cole, Les Ferdinand and Alan Shearer — who have scored 
more in their first 25 topflight matches. For Tottenham's Dier it is the 
continuation of a worrying trend. Last December when Spurs played Manchester 
City, his error let in Raheem Sterling to nutmeg Lloris and walk the ball in. Back in 
October his slip let Anthony Martial score a late Manchester United winner. Now 
this, and all three coming away from home. Spurs were in a spin: not long after 
conceding, Sanchez cleared the ball into Sadio Mane down Liverpool's left, 
sending him in behind Tottenham's defence and requiring Jan Vertonghen to 
desperately block the low cross. Goalkeeper Lloris tried a chipped pass out wide 
from the back that went out for Liverpool's throw-in. Dele Alli was at it again — 
booked for diving midway through the second half. Pochettino shook his head, 
but there was no smidgen of doubt in this one. Alli, who did little in the first half, 
raced into the box pursued by Andrew Robertson and went down just as Dejan 
Lovren came Harry Premier goals came across but pulled out of making a 
tackle. Liverpool's defender stood over the forlorn Alli and made clear what he 
thought of the cheating. Mohamed is only Liverpool score goals There was a 
fierceness to a game between two sides who are in the elite's second tier; 
potential title candidates and in with a shout for trophies in recent seasons, but 
without the budget of that top level, and always facing the potential of their 
finest being poached. Ben Davies got the ball but went through Trent Alexander-
Arnold hard early in the first half. Liverpool's young right-back reciprocated later 
with a high challenge that could have caused more damage than it did. Contrary 
to the first half, it was all Spurs in the second, culminating in substitute Wanyama 
pinging the ball into the top left corner with 10 minutes to play. If it had ended 
there it would've felt like a fair reflection of a pulsating affair. But the game had 
other ideas. 100 Kane's 100 League from 141 appearances Kane went to round 
Loris Karius and a penalty was awarded. Jonathan Moss spent so long debating 
with his linesman if it was a penalty they may as well have referred to VAR. Kane 
shot straight at Karius. Even worse for the England striker, Salah struck so late it  

was surely over. Still the game provided more. 2 Salah the second player to or 
more a debut season Erik Lamela, a second-half introduction, went down easily 
under a brush from Van Dijk and Moss pointed to the spot once more, again after 
a lengthy discussion with his assistant. Kane took his chance at redemption for a 
century of top-flight strikes. Few would have come in barmier circumstances. 
Liverpool Karius Alexander-Lovren Van Dijk Robertson Arnold Henderson Can 
Milner Salah Mane Firmino Kane Alli Son Eriksen Dembele Dier Davies Vertonghen 
Sanchez Trippier Lloris Tottenham Hotspur Substitutions: Liverpool Wijnaldum 
(Henderson, 65), Oxlade-Chamberlain (Mane, 65), Matip (Milner, 78); Tottenham 
Lamela (Sanchez, 71), Wanyama (Dembele, 79), Llorente (Son, 90+2). 
Booked: Liverpool Alexander-Arnold, Can, Milner; Tottenham Alli. 
Man of the match Mohamed Salah. Match rating 9/10. 
Possession: Liverpool 34% Tottenham 66%. Attempts on target: Liverpool 3 
Tottenham 6. Referee J Moss (Sunderland). Attendance 53,213. 

 
SIMPLY THE BLESSED - After his penalty howler, the gods seemed to 
smile on Harry, Tottenham's Mr Tonderful 
AS Mo Salah celebrated his faultless impersonation of Lionel Messi, Harry Kane 
tilted his head back, looked to the heavens, and closed his eyes. This doesn't 
happen to me, he must have been thinking.  Six minutes earlier, from the penalty 
spot, Kane had limply spurned the chance to give Spurs what would probably 
have Spp been a winning lead. Now, Salah's slaloming magnificence had surely 
handed Liverpool a slightly unlikely victory.  Yet Jurgen Klopp had barely made it 
back from his airpunching jaunt towards the Kop when eagle-eyed assistant Eddie 
Smart spotted Virgil van Dijk kneeing Erik Lamela. Kane is brilliant and he is clearly 
blessed. If he had fallen in the Mersey last night, he would have been wearing 
your suit.  A 12-yard route to redemption, in front of a hostile Kop, was never 
going to be ignored. A century of Premier League goals, a more-than-deserved 
point for slightly superior Spurs, a dollop of pure character. 
Mauricio Pochettino nailed it. "To score 100 Premier League goals is because you 
have big, big balls." Quite. Look, it's a penalty, of course he should score, he's 
supposed to be one of the world's best strikers, after all. 
But the pressure must have been cloying, not only because of that pathetic 
previous effort but because he was tasked with earning the point his teammates' 
performance warranted. That he emphatically completed his task tells you what 
you need to know about Kane. 
"You can't give me two tries," Kane told a camera lens. 
True but you can give two salutes to the man who seemed to be 
taking Liverpool a significant distance ahead of Spurs. 
Step forward Salah. The early finish after Eric Dier had somehow put him clear 
looked routine but that is because Salah made it look wonderfully routine. The 
eyes to the near post, the finish to the far post. 
There was nothing routine about his second almost an hour and a half later, 
unless you are indeed Leo himself. 
Quick-footedly spiriting himself between three defenders and then lifting a 
narrow-angled finish high into the net, it was a breathtaking moment from the 
goal-crazy Egyptian. 
It was even more breathtaking than the Victor Wanyama strike that had put 
Tottenham level. 
Loris Karius jabbed away a Christian Eriksen cross and Wanyama's hit covered 25 
yards in the blink of an eye. 
Reeling, Dejan Lovren then got a touch to a Dele Alli pass that allowed Kane to be 
onside when tripping himself over a diving Karius. 
Referee Jon Moss had no hesitation, unlike Kane, whose down-the-middle ploy 
was easily patted away by Karius. 
Salah's twisting run seemed to have twisted the knife but when linesman Smart 
was every bit his name, Moss took the advice and Kane took the bottom corner. 
Predictably, Pochettino was as fulsome in his praise of the officials as Jurgen 
Klopp was in his condemnation. 
The truth is they got key decisions right, including yet another diving caution for 
Alli, a player who needs to believe his talent is a better bet than trying to con the 
referee. 
And the truth is that Spurs were worthy of a point, just as Salah's sumptuous 
contribution was worthy of a point, just as Kane's cojones were worthy of a point. 
"100 Premier League goals and counting," tweeted Kane. 
Indeed and, as Pochettino suggested, there is a lot of counting left to be done. 
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Virgil Van Dijk deserves better as Mohamed Salah confirms his place 
amongst kings 
Analyse that then? Where to start. It was frenetic, breathless, incident-packed, 
controversial. At times the football didn't reach the level of say the Man City game 
but it was enthralling throughout. Let's be straight. Spurs deserved their draw, 
even if their method of getting there may not have been the right one. 
They had the bulk of the midfield control and Liverpool couldn't find the right balls 
on the break to make their early advantage from Mo Salah count. 
But the truth is the visitors were awarded two highly debatable penalties, albeit 
Loris Karius saved the first. First Harry Kane looked offside before he tumbled 
under Karius' out-stretched hand, then the contact between van Dijk and Lamela 
looked minimal when the assistant referee awarded a second spot-kick deep in 
injury time. It deprived us of a great individual winning goal from Salah, also in 
injury time, one that will stand the test of time. A dozen Premier League games left 
then. Liverpool will enter them in the top four but with Spurs hot on their heels 
and a rejuvenated Arsenal hoping to join the party. They play each other next week 
and no one will be more interested than Liverpool supporters. 
Like this game, the race for the top four is set to go right to the wire. 
Liverpool will be taking nothing for granted. If games in the mini-league among the 
top six will decide those top four spots, Liverpool have now played all their rivals at 
Anfield yet still face trips to Old Trafford and Stamford Bridge among the run-in 
The Egyptian King  
Royalty indeed this Egyptian king in our midst. He took his first goal - number 20 of 
the Premier League season - like the gift it was as Dier's back pass fell short. Left 
foot and slotted low into the Kop goal with three minutes not yet on the clock. 
Then a display full of work and desire. The Spurs midfield could rightly have taken 
out a harassment order on him so often did he appear to mess up their control, a 
foot, a leg, anything popping up to try to change the momentum. 
He didn't get many other chances so decided to do it all by himself a minute into 
time added on. Right side of the area, narrow angle and his path is blocked by Alli. 
But he picks up the ball, makes a couple of darts and somehow gets the ball over 
Hugo Loris and into the net. It had the air of Messi even or perhaps a Maradona. 
We should just call it a Salah though, as he's starting to have his own individual 
stamp of quality. It deserved to win any game and how desperately disappointing it 
didn't win this one? Still that's 28 for the season and 21 in the Premier League. 
If Harry Kane wants that Golden Boot he's going to have to earn it as the Kop seem 
determined to sing their new hero onto greater heights as he keeps "running down 
the wing". 
Van Dijk didn't deserve that 
He didn't deserve that, Virgil van Dijk. The flag from the assistant referee in minute 
95 was a cruel blow, suggesting Liverpool's £75m man had made contact with Erik 
Lamela in the box. It was minor if it was there at all but the history books will only 
show Harry Kane equalised from the spot and Spurs left with a point. 
Until then it had been much more like it. The fact that Kane only really came to 
prominence with the penalties showed how well the Liverpool centre-backs had 
done as a pair.  Van Dijk was sat on the bench when many of Liverpool's players 
worked out their FA Cup frustrations on Huddersfield in midweek. 
Back in the side though here was the Dutchman's chance and he looked keen to 
take it from the off. A great block to deny Son was followed by a fine leap to head 
away the corner which resulted. He was in the right place at the right time on 
several occasions and with Spurs winning several set plays near the Reds' box his 
physical presence was a reassuring sight as those balls were whipped in by Eriksen 
and Davies. He was a danger in the other box too, getting on the end of a couple of 
crosses though without reward. He already looks a leader in the team - giving Emre 
Can an encouraging clap when he spread the ball well in the second half. 
Jurgen Klopp feels he'll be a proper Liverpool player in about six months time 
though wasn't keen to support Jamie Carragher's theory that he might need to lose 
a few pounds too. Either way, the prospect of a van Dijk much improved on this 
fine showing is one to savour. He really didn't deserve that ending. 
Lovren enjoys partial redemption 
You can't mention van Dijk without a word for his partner. Dejan Lovren had plenty 
of reasons to see the arrival at Spurs at Anfield as a chance for redemption. 
October 22 at Wembley was a day he would gladly expunge from the record books. 
Thirty minutes of bad decisions and errant defending and his number was up, 
substituted by his manager while Jurgen Klopp still felt that Liverpool still had the 
chance of winning the game at 2-1 down. It didn't get any better of course with the 
Reds left licking the wounds of a 40-1 defeat. Lovren was humiliated and of course 
public enemy number one among plenty of the supporters. One extreme idiot 
even threatened the Croatian's family on social media, something rightly 
condemned by pretty much everybody else. Here then were Spurs again, Harry 
Kane again, Lovren on the team sheet again. He has responded well to the arrival 
of Virgil van Dijk, the man many saw as having been bought to replace him. 
Joel Matip's up and down performances allowed him the opportunity to partner 
the man who might become his nemesis. And for most of the game he was 
excellent, positionally aware, reading the game and winning his challenges. 
One scuffed clearance allowed Alli's ball to reach Kane for the first penalty  

although the Spurs man looked initially offside. Overall Lovren showed that it's not 
just one expensive centre-back from Southampton who could have a future at 
Anfield. Alexander-Arnold won't give up his spot without a fight 
He didn't have the greatest outing against West Bromwich Albion in the FA Cup, 
though did anybody in red? Here the 18-year-old reminded us of what he can bring 
to the team in years to come. Twice in the first period, superb passes found their 
mark with pace and accuracy. James Milner with a shot and Roberto Firmino's 
head had the chance to turn them into assists but both were narrowly wide. 
He wasn't scared to shoot himself either, his effort in front of the Kop almost 
getting a crucial diversion home from Mo Salah. The victim of a tough challenge 
from Ben Davies which went unpunished by Jon Moss, the teenager wasn't going 
to back away when the next arrived, albeit his stretch was a little uncontrolled and 
Moss delivered a yellow. Second half there were a couple of fine link-ups down the 
right with Mo Salah though the Spurs pressure meant he was constantly trying to 
get out to block crosses, not always successfully. The return of Nathaniel Clyne to 
the Liverpool Champions League squad list means competition for the right-back 
slot is about to get tougher. Don't rule out Alexander-Arnold from having his say in 
that battle though. 

STANDARD 
Liverpool 2 Tottenham 2: Harry Kane scores 100th Premier League goal 
after penalty drama to cancel out Mohamed Salah's Anfield double 
Harry Kane’s 100th Premier League goal capped late drama at Anfield as 
Tottenham earned a 2-2 draw against Liverpool with a 95th minute equaliser. 
Things could not have got off to a worse start for Tottenham as Mohamed Salah 
opened the scoring in the early exchanges. A stunning equaliser from Victor 
Wanyama looked to have salvaged a point, before Kane missed a penalty to put 
Spurs in the lead. Reeling from the miss, Salah pounced on the visitors once more, 
scoring in the first minute of added time to seemingly win the encounter. 
With the final minute of added time, though, came another penalty from 
Tottenham and Kane converted at the second attempt. 
It would have been remiss of Mauricio Pochettino to expect a similar start to that 
against Manchester United, when Christian Eriksen scored after 11 seconds, from 
his side. However, the Argentine would have expected far more than what he got 
at Anfield. It took just three minutes for Salah, Kane’s most prominent rival in the 
race for a hat-trick of Premier League Golden Boots, to pounce on a defensive 
mistake and open the scoring. After a long ball from Loris Karius, a calamity of 
errors at the back from those in white lead to Eric Dier’s back-pass playing Salah 
in before the Egyptian slotted past Hugo Lloris to bag a 20th League goal of the 
season. Having conceded possession and allowed Tottenham time on the ball, 
Liverpool’s plan was working before the break, with the north Londoners 
ineffective and sloppy with the ball at their feet. Pochettino was quick to address 
that at the break, though. His side found their feet from the restart and were far 
more productive on the ball, with Heung-Min Son, Dele Alli and Kane all going 
close. Jurgen Klopp looked to inject some life back into his side with the 
introduction of Georginio Wijnaldum former Arsenal man Alex Oxlade-
Chamberlain, Pochettino replied as Erik Lamela replaced an out-of-sorts Davinson 
Sanchez. Dier dropped into the back four in order to marshal the Liverpool 
counter-attacks as those ahead of him pressed for an equaliser, with a service-
starved Kane toiling to find his 100th Premier League goal. 
With Liverpool hanging on, Pochettino looked to relieve Mousa Dembele, 
introducing Wanyama in a like-for-like switch. 
Few would have anticipated the impact the Kenyan would have made. Having 
been on the pitch barely a minute, the midfielder fed Eriksen on the right. 
The Dane moved to cross and saw his ball parried by Karius, into the path of an 
on-charging Wanyama, whose ferociously perfect strike rendered the Liverpool 
‘keeper useless. Wanyama’s goal looked to have settled a point for Spurs, before 
Kane was offered a spot in the 100-club on a plate having been brought down in 
the box by Karius. The England striker stepped up and hit an awfully out of 
character effort straight at the shot-stopper’s palms. 
To add insult to injury, a revived Liverpool went in search of a winner. With Spurs 
once again at sixes and sevens at the back, Salah danced past Ben Davies and, 
having waited for Lloris to make the first move, lifted the ball into the back of the 
net. Tottenham had gone from an almost certain spot in the top four to having 
nothing to take back to the capital. However, they were offered one last chance 
when Jon Moss’ decision was overruled by the linesman and Kane had another 
shot. There was no mistake this time as the now-centurion rolled an exquisite 
spot-kick into the bottom-right corner. The delirium at the end will mask the fact 
that Tottenham have passed up the chance to leapfrog their hosts and climb into 
the top four. However, given their record on the road against their Champions 
League challengers, there will be some solace for Pochettino. 
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Harry Kane's penalty - converted with virtually the last kick of an enthralling 
encounter - gave Tottenham a vital point at Anfield after Mohamed Salah's brilliant 
stoppage-time strike looked to have given Liverpool victory. 
Liverpool had only seconds to survive when referee Jon Moss pointed to the spot 
after Virgil van Dijk collided with Erik Lamela - allowing Kane, who had missed an 
earlier penalty, to score his 100th Premier League goal and leave the home fans 
enraged. 
Salah's third-minute goal, scored after he intercepted Eric Dier's poor back pass, 
gave Liverpool a lead they held until 10 minutes from time when Spurs substitute 
Victor Wanyama lashed keeper Loris Karius' punched clearance back into the top 
corner from 25 yards. 
In a dramatic finale, Karius saved Kane's penalty after he brought down the striker, 
paving the way for Salah to weave his way into the area before lifting a finish over 
Spurs keeper Hugo Lloris at the start of five minutes of stoppage time. 
And after Moss awarded Kane a second opportunity from the spot, the England 
international placed his penalty into the bottom-right corner. 
It was a fitting end to a thriller and a result which will bring more satisfaction to 
Spurs as defeat would have left them five points adrift of Liverpool in the race for a 
place in next season's Champions League. 
Liverpool remain third in the Premier League table, two points ahead of Tottenham 
in fifth. 
Frustration for Liverpool and Klopp 
When manager Jurgen Klopp set off on a sprint of triumph along the touchline in 
front of Anfield's giant Main Stand as Salah put Liverpool back in front in injury 
time, he thought he was celebrating a win that was opening up a crucial five-point 
gap between his side and Spurs. 
Instead, minutes later, he was left to reflect on the concession of a late equaliser 
that left Anfield enveloped in frustration. 
Liverpool's much-maligned defence had held firm for so long, but Klopp's switch to 
three at the back, when he sent on Joel Matip for James Milner in the final quarter 
of an hour, did not have the desired effect. 
Spurs played on Liverpool's nerves, although Karius, who remains an inconsistent 
presence, could hardly have expected his punch - when perhaps he should have 
caught - to be returned into the top corner of his net with such spectacular interest 
by Wanyama. 
Liverpool, and indeed Anfield, were suddenly on edge but relieved when Karius 
saved Kane's lame penalty. 
Then came that dramatic exchange of goals in a chaotic finale and the points were 
shared. 
Liverpool offer so much that is good when it is measured in goals and excitement, 
but that nasty habit of carelessness and conceding crucial goals has still not been 
cured. 
Anfield's fury at late twist 
Liverpool's supporters were waiting to celebrate a vital victory after Salah's 
twisting, turning run into the area in stoppage time ended with a clever finish over 
the onrushing Lloris. 
It came just after Kane had missed the chance to give Spurs the lead from the spot 
when his uncharacteristically poor penalty was saved by Karius. 
And yet the cheers stuck in the throats as referee Jon Moss - who entered lengthy 
consultation with his assistant before finally awarding the first Spurs penalty - 
waited as Van Dijk tangled with substitute Lamela, looking towards his colleague 
once more before pointing to the spot. 
The Kop exploded in fury but Kane stayed calm and made no mistake the second 
time, beating Karius comfortably. 
Klopp was desolate as he was locked in conversation with fourth official Martin 
Atkinson. 
There was barely time to restart the game and Anfield instantly vented its anger on 
Moss after awarded Spurs two penalties in front of the Kop. 
Once the drama had subsided, this was a fair result between two teams who mix 
high quality, intensity and attacking intent with moments of vulnerability - leaving 
the top four chase as tight as ever. 
Spurs in show of resilience 
Spurs could have been forgiven for fearing the worst when Eric Dier's carelessness 
let in Salah as early as the third minute, instantly evoking memories of their 
struggles when visiting other teams in the so-called "big six" in recent years. 
Mauricio Pochettino's side have not won away in the league against Arsenal, 
Chelsea, Liverpool, Manchester City and Manchester United in 11 game stretching 
back to a 2-1 win at Etihad Stadium in February 2016. 
And yet they can take massive encouragement away from Anfield after the manner 
in which they kept their composure and played their way back into contention 
after Liverpool dominated the first half. 
Spurs kept probing and even when Salah's second looked to have condemned 
them to certain defeat - seemingly even more of a blow after Kane's missed 
penalty - they gathered themselves for one late push that earned another spot-kick 
and a point. 
Pochettino's players have been accused of fluffing their lines on occasions like this 
in recent times. Here they deserve great credit. 

 
 

'We would have won if it wasn't for those decisions' 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp: "There were so many situations to talk about but 
the ref's decisions decided the game so I can't help but talk about them. 
"I don't understand either of the penalty situations. The first one was offside and 
the second, I know already what the ref and his assistant will say. There was a 
touch, a little touch. But Lamela has jumped into him and wanted the touch and to 
go down. 
"If the ref kept playing at that level then fine, but in the first half he wasn't giving 
fouls. Then for the softest touch of the whole game he decides it is a foul. 
"In the second half we had to defend like crazy, they had to chase the game. We 
had counter-attacks, the high pressure was good and we put in some super 
crosses. 
"We were a bit unlucky here and there but we had enough chances to win the 
game. And we would have if it wasn't for those decisions." 
Tottenham manager Mauricio Pochettino: "It was an amazing game to watch - two 
teams that always try to play exciting football. 
"I was calm because the team plays so well. The feeling is we dropped two points. 
We were much, much, much better than Liverpool. 
"Both were a penalty and it is not controversial. Sometimes people complain about 
the referee, but when they are right it is good to tell everyone. 
"It was important, the character. When you analyse the game, it was always under 
control despite conceding the first goal. When you analyse the 90 minutes, 
Tottenham were much better. 
"We always try to give our best. The team always shows personality and character. 
Today was a game we played for the win, and to change history you need time." 
Tottenham striker Harry Kane after scoring his 100th Premier League goal:"I was 
nervous before the second penalty. It was a big moment, with a lot of pressure, 
but I stuck to the routine. 
"There was a lot of pressure, in front of the Kop. The first one, I did everything I 
wanted to and the keeper made the save. You've got to take the chances. I thought 
the second one was a penalty; the defender took out Lamela. 
"The gaffer said at half-time: Play a bit quicker. We created some chances. Victor 
Wanyama scored a great goal, and if I scored the first penalty we probably would 
have won it. But there we are. I've had a good season in front of goal so let's see 
how many I can get now." 
Kane and Salah's records - the best of the stats 
Kane has scored 100 goals in the Premier League in 141 appearances - only Alan 
Shearer (124) reached that mark in the competition in fewer games 
Liverpool are unbeaten in their past 15 league games at Anfield (W8 D7), the 
second longest current run in the competition, after Manchester City (25 games) 
Tottenham have won only two of their 26 games at Anfield in the Premier League 
(8%) 
Spurs are winless in their past 11 away games against 'top six' opponents in the 
league (D5 L6), and have won only one of their 19 such games under the Argentine 
(D7 L11) 
Salah has netted 21 goals in 25 games in the league, the fewest appearances of any 
Liverpool player to reach 20 goals in the competition 
Salah has also been directly involved in 27 goals in the league this term, the joint 
most of any player in their first 25 appearances for a club in the competition 
The Egyptian is only the second Liverpool player to score 20 or more goals for the 
club in his debut Premier League campaign, after Fernando Torres in 2007-08 (24) 
Salah's opener after two minutes 16 seconds was Liverpool's quickest goal in the 
Premier League since April 2016, when Daniel Sturridge scored inside two minutes 
against Newcastle United (1min 7secs) 
Man of the match - Mohamed Salah (Liverpool) 
What's next? 
-Liverpool travel to Southampton for next Sunday's late Premier League kick-off 
(16:30 GMT). 
Tottenham host Newport County in their FA Cup fourth-round replay on 
Wednesday (19:45), and return to league action on Saturday in the North London 
derby against Arsenal at Wembley (12:30). 
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Match ends, Liverpool 2, Tottenham Hotspur 2. 
90'+6' Second Half ends, Liverpool 2, Tottenham Hotspur 2. 
90'+6' Emre Can (Liverpool is shown the yellow card. 
90'+5' Goal! Liverpool 2, Tottenham Hotspur 2. Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur 
converts the penalty with a right footed shot to the bottom right corner. 
90'+3' Penalty Tottenham Hotspur. Erik Lamela draws a foul in the penalty area. 
90'+3' Penalty conceded by Virgil van Dijk (Liverpool after a foul in the penalty area. 
90'+2' Substitution, Tottenham Hotspur. Fernando Llorente replaces Son Heung-Min. 
90'+1' Goal! Liverpool 2, Tottenham Hotspur 1. Mohamed Salah (Liverpool left footed 
shot from the right side of the six yard box to the top right corner. 
89' Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
89' Foul by Virgil van Dijk (Liverpool. 
87' Penalty saved! Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur fails to capitalise on this great 
opportunity, right footed shot saved in the centre of the goal. 
84' Penalty Tottenham Hotspur. Harry Kane draws a foul in the penalty area. 
84' Penalty conceded by Loris Karius (Liverpool after a foul in the penalty area. 
84' Offside, Liverpool. Trent Alexander-Arnold tries a through ball, but Mohamed Salah 
is caught offside. 
80' Goal! Liverpool 1, Tottenham Hotspur 1. Victor Wanyama (Tottenham Hotspur right 
footed shot from outside the box to the top left corner. 
79' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by Trent Alexander-Arnold. 
79' Substitution, Tottenham Hotspur. Victor Wanyama replaces Mousa Dembélé. 
78' Substitution, Liverpool. Joel Matip replaces James Milner. 
77' Foul by Ben Davies (Tottenham Hotspur. 
77' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
75' Attempt missed. Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur header from very close range is 
too high. Assisted by Erik Lamela with a cross following a corner. 
75' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by Dejan Lovren. 
72' Offside, Liverpool. Trent Alexander-Arnold tries a through ball, but Roberto Firmino 
is caught offside. 
71' Attempt blocked. Mohamed Salah (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain. 
71' Substitution, Tottenham Hotspur. Erik Lamela replaces Davinson Sánchez. 
69' Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur is shown the yellow card. 
68' Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur has gone down, but that's a dive. 
67' Attempt blocked. Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Christian Eriksen. 
66' Attempt blocked. Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain (Liverpool right footed shot from outside 
the box is blocked. 
65' Dangerous play by Ben Davies (Tottenham Hotspur. 
65' Mohamed Salah (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
65' Substitution, Liverpool. Georginio Wijnaldum replaces Jordan Henderson. 
65' Substitution, Liverpool. Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain replaces Sadio Mané. 
64' Foul by Davinson Sánchez (Tottenham Hotspur. 
64' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
62' Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick on the left wing. 
62' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
62' Attempt blocked. Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur left footed shot from the 
centre of the box is blocked. 
62' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by Virgil van Dijk. 
60' Ben Davies (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
60' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
59' Attempt saved. Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur header from the centre of the box is 
saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Christian Eriksen with a cross. 
59' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
59' Delay in match Kieran Trippier (Tottenham Hotspur because of an injury. 
58' James Milner (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
58' Kieran Trippier (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick on the right wing. 
58' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
57' Attempt missed. Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from outside the 
box is close, but misses to the left. 
57' Attempt saved. Son Heung-Min (Tottenham Hotspur left footed shot from the left 
side of the box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Dele Alli with a through 
ball. 
50' Foul by Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur. 
50' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
 Second Half begins Liverpool 1, Tottenham Hotspur 0. 
45'+2' First Half ends, Liverpool 1, Tottenham Hotspur 0. 
45' Offside, Tottenham Hotspur. Dele Alli tries a through ball, but Son Heung-Min is 
caught offside. 
44' Foul by Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur. 
44' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
42' Trent Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
42' Ben Davies (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick on the left wing. 
42' Foul by Trent Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool. 
41' Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
41' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
40' Attempt saved. Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from outside 
the box is saved in the bottom left corner. 
40' Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick on the right wing. 
40' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
38' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Davinson Sánchez. 
35' Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
35' Foul by Mohamed Salah (Liverpool. 
34' Offside, Tottenham Hotspur. Harry Kane tries a through ball, but Son Heung-Min is  

 
caught offside. 
34' Attempt saved. Virgil van Dijk (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is saved 
in the bottom right corner. Assisted by James Milner with a cross. 
33' Foul by Kieran Trippier (Tottenham Hotspur. 
33' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
32' Attempt missed. Virgil van Dijk (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is high 
and wide to the left. Assisted by Mohamed Salah with a cross following a set piece 
situation. 
32' Foul by Jan Vertonghen (Tottenham Hotspur. 
32' Mohamed Salah (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
31' Ben Davies (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
31' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
30' Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
30' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
28' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by Dejan Lovren. 
28' Attempt blocked. Harry Kane (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Ben Davies. 
24' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by Dejan Lovren. 
22' Attempt missed. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool header from the centre of the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Trent Alexander-Arnold with a cross. 
18' Attempt missed. Mohamed Salah (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of the 
box misses to the left following a corner. 
18' Attempt missed. Trent Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool right footed shot from outside 
the box misses to the left following a corner. 
18' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Davinson Sánchez. 
17' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by Virgil van Dijk. 
17' Attempt blocked. Son Heung-Min (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from the 
right side of the box is blocked. Assisted by Kieran Trippier. 
14' Corner, Tottenham Hotspur. Conceded by Trent Alexander-Arnold. 
12' Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick on the left wing. 
12' Foul by Trent Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool. 
11' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Jan Vertonghen. 
9' Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
9' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
7' Foul by Dele Alli (Tottenham Hotspur. 
7' Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
5' Mousa Dembélé (Tottenham Hotspur wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
5' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
4' Attempt blocked. Christian Eriksen (Tottenham Hotspur right footed shot from the left 
side of the box is blocked. Assisted by Ben Davies. 
3' Goal! Liverpool 1, Tottenham Hotspur 0. Mohamed Salah (Liverpool left footed shot 
from the centre of the box to the bottom right corner. 
 First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up.  
 


